
Questions/Answers – Data Gathering Request 

1. Why are the deans asked to lead this request? 

a. From the beginning and in each phase of the project, we want to make every effort to 

foster a “local” mentality and focus. 

b. Maintain a “local” presence while also properly organizing this data gathering effort into 

reasonable and manageable set of groups so the work and response can be accomplished as 

quickly as possible 

c. Provide feedback and input from deans/pastors throughout the process. 

d. Take advantage of an opportunity to facilitate and foster relationship and trust between the 

pastors and deans. Conversations at the deanery level early in the process will be helpful as 

the process evolves. 

e. Align with the request of the Archbishop and the authority he assigned to the deans in regard 

to this project.  

2. Why are we starting with a data gathering exercise?  Don’t we know what we need to do? 

a. The issues and those across the Archdiocese first need to be defined. 

b. The reality is that we don’t fully know the true current reality across our Archdiocese, and we 

don’t know enough to develop a plan that has the required Archdiocese focus.   

c. Local situations (parishes/regions) may have apparent solutions but when grouped with 

other localities these solutions may not be appropriate.   

d. A quick data gathering effort will provide us with the regional awareness to properly propose 

changes that take into account the past regionalization effort, the last 10 years of trending, 

and a wider current perspective on community dynamics. 

3. Why now?  We should have done this in the summer. 

a. Yes, if we had not had the COVID pandemic which pushed consultant approvals out we would 

have started in the summer.   

b. We are here now, and waiting at this point will only push the whole project farther out 

jeopardizing priest personnel assignments in 2022. 

c. It will be better to push and try to get the data we need over the next month than to delay and 

have this pushed into the first of the year because of the holiday schedules. 

4. I don’t have time.  How can I do this? 

a. We recommend that you select an administrator from your deanery/parish to provide aid. 

b. We are asking that you maintain open communications with your dean/pastors 

remembering that this is an opportunity to foster a deeper and more trusting 

relationship with your dean/pastors.   

c. If the requested data is exported from the existing parish/school system(s) this request 

may only take 4-8 hours to complete unless it hasn’t been done in the past.  Experience 

in reporting and with the system will certainly determine the amount of time needed. 

5. How are the laity going to be included? 

a. The data gathering request will engage both the local pastor and his staff in providing 

what will be the picture of their parish(s)/school(s).  The local communities have a voice 

in telling us about themselves and their local situation.  The future analysis and planning 

will have this as its foundation. 

b. Secondly, proposals of models/groupings will be developed for each locality and the 

parishes will be asked to participate in reviewing and determining how these proposals 



are implemented in pursuing the foundational goals of the project for vibrant 

communities.   

c. Laity will be involved in the development of the pastoral planning process. There will 

also be significant lay involvement during implementation, which will be carried out by 

pastors and parish leaders (staff and parishioner leaders). 

d. Processes will be piloted in 2021 to gain understand to allow modifications to future 

implementations. 

6. What if a there is pushes back or lack of participate?  What should I do? 

a. The dean/pastor should reach out and meet with those involved in the request and 

listen to what the concerns are.  Perceived resistance may simply be a result of the lack 

of understanding. 

b. If more time is needed, determine what would be an appropriate schedule and 

communicate that to the project team.   

c. We are planning a follow up meeting at the end of November with the deans so they 

can share status and discuss these types of situations. 

7. Can we have more time?  I don’t think the parishes can do this in a month. 

a. First, assure you try to delegate this request to your staff as much as possible.  This will 

allow you to more easily oversee the completion of the request.  

b. If the requested data is exported from your existing parish/school system(s) this request 

may only take 4-8 hours to complete unless it hasn’t been done in the past.  Experience 

in reporting and with the system will certainly determine the amount of time needed. 

c. We understand the expediency of this effort, but current and future issues require us try 

to meet the deadline. We hope to gather the majority of the data in this first request 

and will work with parishes who require more time. 

d. At the very least we will have tried rather than delaying and wishing we had this time 

back later. 

8. In the request I see you are requesting address information. I’m concerned about giving 

parishioner and student address information. Why do you need it and giving data? 

a. What we need is the ability to represent the data spatially (on a map). Once we convert 
addresses to latitude/longitude we don’t need/use the addresses for the next step of 
analysis after they are converted. 

b. We don’t want parishioner/student names or any unique identifiers (except an address). 
c. Giving data is for spatial analysis in the aggregate and not used by individual. Getting it 

by address helps with the process of spatial data informed decision making. 

9. I don’t feel like I know what is going on or am able to answer questions. 

a. Please reach out to the project team regarding any questions you have so you can 

properly respond to requests. 

b. The upcoming November Convocations will provide significant additional information. 

c. We are just starting the very first step of a multiyear project and over the next 3-6 

months you will have more and more details shared with you.  This is also a creative and 

dynamic process.  We will all be learning at some level over time but be assured we 

have a firm high-level plan guiding future project phases. 

 


